Show-biz and sports have been rampantly globalized for various purposes and these continue to constitute major portion of news coverage in all media. Now, I bring insight from globalization theory to discuss whether the trend of covering agency materials is justified. Franklin (2005, p. 137-150) , referring to Ritzer's McDonaldization has neologized a term, 'McJournalism' to signify the latest developments and patterns in the British press to equate with the globalized fast food culture known as McDonaldization. Franklin says that a trend of increasing use of standardized contents provided by the agencies or other sources including Public Relations firms by the British press is a symptom for the rise of Mcjournalism. He asserts that optimized use of and dependence on the agency materials will kill the quality and diversity of the journalism.
Using this theory, I examine if there is any prospect for such type of journalism rising in Nepali press. For the purpose of the study, I purposively chose four dailies: two English (The Kathmandu Post and The Himalayan Times) and two Nepali (Kantipur and Annapurna Post) language broadsheet dailies. And as the level of study did not permit the large sample, newspapers of a normal week -April 5-11, 2009 -was chosen for study. Content analysis is triangulated with qualitative method of in-depth interviews-people involved in the reproduction of these media contents were interviewed. For the measurement of the space for news, available space for news is calculated after reducing the advertisement space and counted out of that. There is almost similarity among these newspapers in the allocation of space for biz news (10.6-12.5%), sports (10-14%) and International (5-7%). TKP has allocated biggest space (14%) for sports coverage while its sisterly publication KP gives lowest space (10%). The largest difference is in the allocation of space for entertainment coverage with THT having highest (25.1%) against the lowest by its sisterly AP (6.25%).
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Use of original and agency contents
The agency contents are measured after deducting original contents from the total space for news. The measurement was taken in cc (column per centimeters) and later converted into percentage of the total space. To have a wider perspective, the varieties sports, entertainment, international and biz have been counted separately. When aggregated, the result shows that newspapers use up to 30% agency materials of their total news space.
The study found that English language newspapers rely more on the agency materials than Nepali language papers, with highest reliance on entertainment and international news. Amongst four, TKP relies on the news agencies to fill in the largest space with 28.3% biz, 100% international, 72.4% sports and 53.6% entertainment. Nepali newspapers use least standardized contents in biz pages with KP 2.5% and AP 20%. English language newspapers use more agency materials for entertainment news -TKP 53.6% and THT 41.2%. If we look at TKP alone, Biz, international, sports and entertainment make up 45% of the whole contents everyday. To calculate, it originally produces only 70% of the total content. KP uses the least standardized contents only 5% of the total followed by AP (15%) and THT (23%). The findings are presented below separately for different varieties of news.
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Kshetri, Use of agency materials Entertainment news: The study showed that English language newspapers give more space for entertainment coverage. TKP has a two-page CITY POST (p. 9-10) & 1 page entertainment (p. 2). This makes the number of entertainment pages in an average day to 3. THT carries 1 page POTPOURRI (either p. 2 or 4) with 25% original contents and 75% standardized contents everyday. It consists of movie details, cartoons, flight schedules, TV rundowns, crossword puzzles and messages. It has VARIETY in the last page which includes celebrity talk, horoscopes, crossword puzzles and jokes. Monday issue carries 2 pages of VARIETY. In an average day, it has 2 pages for entertainment while Monday has three and Friday has an additional TGIF supplement of four pages. On Monday, one whole page is filled with the items under 'author unknown', clearly indicating that they are collected from the internet sources. TKP's ENTERTAINMENT POST has similar contents as THT's POTPOURRI.
In Nepali language papers, AP has children's post on second page and its contents are mostly similar with the POTPOURRI and Kpost's ENTERTAINMENT POST; most of them standardized and received from internet mentioned under anonymous sources. Of the whole coverage of the entertainment news, THT uses 60.66% of agency materials in its entertainment coverage followed by TKP's 53.6%.
Sports News:
In an ordinary week day, all newspapers carry 2 page sports which go up to 3 or 4 pages in the weekends. Generally, one page is for domestic while the other is for international sports coverage. However, international sports news is sometimes given more importance than the domestic. The study week coincides with fifth national games which began on April 6. Despite the biggest national sports event, TKP has used 72.4% agency materials followed by KP's 28.1% and AP's 25.4% in their sports pages. Yet, inauguration ceremony, controversy over the participation of Maoist army in the games and major events and achievements are covered in the front and other national pages which is out of observation for this study.
Biz News: Nepali language dailies mostly focus on domestic news to fill in their biz pages. English language newspapers give more priority to the global biz/financial news with TKP 28.3% and THT 21.3% followed by AP's 19.7% of their total biz coverage. The KP uses the least agency materials for biz news (2.06%) (See Table 2 for the contribution of agency materials in total coverage of different news items).
International news: Except THT, none others used its own sources for international news during the study week. THT used materials from its correspondents in Delhi (India) and Islamabad (Pakistan). Though, KP and TKP have their bureau in Delhi, and Middle East (Doha, Qatar) none original materials appeared in the international page in the study week. Those bureaus mostly report about the events which are of domestic interest to Nepal and hence those stories find space in other pages. For the international coverage, they rely mostly on western giants AFP and AP. In one day (April 10) international page of Annapurna Post carried all the materials from AFP including pictures. agency materials than Nepali ones. The formers have also allocated more space for soft-touch news like entertainment and sports.
A prospect for McJournalism?
Based on Franklin's (2005) four underlying principles of McJournalism -efficiency, calculability, predictability and control -the following analysis provides some insight in to the trend of Nepali press towards McDonaldization.
In McDonaldization, efficiency is concerned with the way goods are produced, delivered and served to the consumers. Based on this principle, we can conclude that increased pagination and use of colors, big and colorful pictures, headlines and ready-to-consume news capsules are an implication of the newspapers trying to deliver their products more efficiently.
The optimum use of the international news in entertainment, sports and biz pages is similar to Franklin's concern for 'standardized and dehumanized form of journalism'; no concern for the esteemed watchdog role of journalism but to sell the newspapers. The optimized use of and dependence on the agency materials will kill the quality and diversity of the journalism. This trend fits into Calculability where, "the media delight in quantifying both their products and the time invested on particular tasks by their work force… Circulation is the key indicator of success" (Franklin, 2005, p. 144 (Dixit, 2009) . In comparison to the British Press on which Franklin bases his study, the process of 'Mcing' is not so prevalent and intense in Nepali press. Though they use agency materials, they have allocated a fair and more share for the national coverage and prioritized them.
The discussion so far lead us to the conclusion that broadsheet dailies of Nepal use 5-30% standardized contents but it is too early to conclude that they have adopted McJournalism. Their contents are changing over time; recently, soft touch stories including sports and entertainment are getting more and more space, large part of which is received from the agencies. Nevertheless, Nepali press is not dehumanized as Franklin suggests.
I recommend the future researchers to look into the impact of public relations in news content or the use of PR agency materials by Nepali press. Though, Franklin's study focuses in
